
Field Technician Capture
Field techs use this app to track customer information and 
to get their signature on install items. The signature and 
the data is then sent in an email (next slide) to the 
company.



Field Technician Capture Email



Company IT Asset Tracker
A company uses this app to track IT assets across their 
network. Admins are the only ones who can add or edit 
new assets. All users are allowed to check in and verify 
that they have certain assets. IT will also use this to 
recover assets from ex-employees.



Industrial Asset Management App
This is the start of an asset management app. I will 

eventually be able to combine this one and the 
maintenance one to keep track of issues for each asset. 



Project Time Allocation App
This app is used by a research company that has to track 
how much time they dedicate to each project for grants. 
There are a lot of UX features that will not allow a user to 

submit an incomplete entry. There is also a password 
protected screen where admins can change and add 

projects.



Employee Quarterly Review
This app is was made for a company that wanted to 

centralize their employee review process. Managers will 
be able to review their employee's performance and set 
new goals. Employees and managers will also be able to 

see historical reviews.



Employee Quarterly Review Continued



CMMS App
This is one of my apps that is still in development. It will 

allow users to submit maintenance requests, managers to 
assign work, and allow maintenance members to track 
their work. This is one of my most recent ones where I 

spent more time on the looks instead of just functionality.
all in the app. 



REBA Analysis App
The REBA is a popular tool to measure ergonomics for a 

workstation. This app allows the user to track risk for each 
station and fill out the form from a device.



OSHA Training App
This is a work app that is used to do and track safety 

training for 1,000s of members. A member can take a quiz 
and get direct feedback through MS Forms. All the data 

rolls up into Power BI so managers can see training.



HR App
An HR app that is used to track training hours and other 
metrics. We can pull turnover, basic employee numbers, 

and view this in Power BI



Company Suggestion Box
This is a work app that pulls in ideas from members on 

the floor. A member submits an idea through a MS From, 
it then goes to manager for approval, then if incomplete 

comes to this app. This app allows managers to assign 
work to members and gives visibility to the whole 

process.



Audit App
This is a work app that is used to do audits on 

manufacturing processes. The auditor can take pictures, 
add comments, and rate the process. Saving an audit will 

email the zone owner with things to fix.
process.



Manufacturing Delivery App
This is a work app that is used to order parts. A member 

delivering parts can create a shopping cart. This app 
allows us to see average time to pick and deliver. It also 

will allow us to eventually predict what parts are needed.



Safety Tracking App
This is a work app that is used to report safety incidents 

and then do an investigation. 



Return to Work App
This is one of my apps that I developed to help a client 

with their return-to-work program.



Event App
This is one of my apps that I developed with a non-profit 

that I help run. It allows us to create/edit events, sign 
people in, and view metrics. This also rolls up into a 

Power BI report where we can see avg age, attendance, 
and a map of hometowns.



Event App
This is one of my apps that I made just to see the abilities 

of DataVerse and the AI functionality. I could take a 
picture of a pile of coins and it would recognize what was 

what and total it up.



Supplies Ordering App
This is one of my apps that I made for a client so their 

workers could only order approved supplies from 
approved vendors. The worker can add or remove 

products and then create a work order all in the app. 


